ACROSS

1. "Darn it!"
6. One of 140 on the Johns Hopkins Homewood campus
10. "I love," to a Latin lover
13. Longtime SeaWorld performer
14. Run away
15. School attended by 20 prime ministers
16. Valerie Suslow's counterpart
18. Hunt for Bitcoin, in a way
19. Poet's "before"
20. -com
21. Airbnb alternative
22. Response to "Gracias"
25. You might see them depicted on Hopkins apparel
28. Annoying criticism, maybe
29. Strips, as a ship
30. Makes the first move, in a way
33. Certain Indian wedding garb
35. Sashimi fish
37. Place where you need to make a prompt response?
41. General with a dish named after him
42. Bind with a belt
43. Helvetica and others
44. Fictional mouse Little
47. Egyptian cobra
48. April 19-23, 2021
50. Abashed denial
54. "Concrete Cowboy" actor Elba
55. Actress Issa of HBO's "Insecure"
57. Word before Canada or France
58. Heat to 212°
59. One of 12 programs offered at Carey Business School
63. Time founder Henry
64. Takes out
65. Cry in a swimming pool game
66. Info on an airport monitor, for short
67. Reliable choice
68. "Now I remember!"

DOWN

1. Popped the question
2. Info on an invitation
3. Expert
4. "_ the only one?"
5. Woman of habit?
6. Signature Questlove hairdo
7. ___ the corporate ladder
8. Critic's choice, for short
9. Cartoon response to a mouse
10. Back to one's old tricks
11. Battle scene in a "Game of Thrones" episode, say
12. Law school newbies
13. Smiling Face with Heart-Eyes, e.g.
17. Group that takes pledges, informally
21. "I'm with ___"
23. Actress Hathaway of "The Princess Diaries"
24. CD part
26. Enticed
27. Syllabus section
30. Thanksgiving mo. in Canada
31. Crashed, in a way
32. Obscure knowledge
33. Strike down, biblically
34. Disclosure to a loan applicant: Abbr.
36. Networkers' goals
38. Figure that might give a child nightmares
39. "Given that..."
40. At most
45. Useful
46. Popular cloud computing platform
47. Like wine and cheese, typically
48. Best-selling book of all time
49. Cheese purveyor
51. Potter of literature
52. D.J. Tanner to Uncle Jesse, on "Full House"
53. Cookies deep-fried at fairs
56. "Oh, one more thing..."
59. Proverbial best friend
60. Reason for some 911 calls
61. Panic! at the Disco genre
62. "This is the worst!"